PROJECT CARGO
Custom Solutions for Critical Cargo
Project Cargo is a highly specialized field including point-to-point shipping services with items of a unique size, shape or weight requirement. Cargos that do not fit in standard containers or have unusual characteristics such as size, quantity and tonnage, or have complex components that must be disassembled prior to shipping, are defined as project cargo. Our seasoned staff has expertise in Project Cargo logistics management – a thorough knowledge of geographic variability and destination infrastructure limitations, as well as critical experience in intermodal transportation and documentation.

DGX / DHX – Dependable Hawaiian Express (“DGX”) are one of the few transport service providers that expedite domestic ocean, air and international movements of Project Cargo. DGX is ISO 9001: 2008 certified, which aids in focusing our commitment to quality, safety and project integrity every step of the way. While many freight forwarders, NVOCCs and other transportation companies may claim to be experts in this field, the reality is that they often subcontract to DGX. As your solutions provider, DGX prides itself in understanding our clients specialized needs. Dependable Global Express (“DGX”) has an unequalled ability to handle all integral parts of the Project Cargo process: from heavy lift to trucking, crating/warehousing/loading, through port stevedoring to ocean carriers and more. Our commitment to expediting your cargo while maintaining the strictest safety standards helps ensure that your logistics needs are met. Of course we also try to accomplish your move in the most economically feasible way possible, ensuring your transportation dollars return you the best value.
Frequently Asked Questions:

1. **What is considered Project Cargo?**
   - Cargo that will not fit in a standard ocean container.
   - Cargo that will fit in a standard container, but will require special handling or loading.
   - Cargo that will fit in a standard container, but will be more economical to ship as RORO, e.g. automobiles, small trailers, etc.
   - Cargo that is too heavy for a standard container.

2. **What are other terms for Project Cargo?**
   - Oversized or Overdimensional.
   - Out of Gauge.
   - Big & Heavy.
   - Jumbo.

3. **What are different ways of shipping Project Cargo?**
   - In specialized equipment such as flat rack, open top, platform, or artificial tween deck.
   - Breakbulk/Lift on Lift off.
   - Roll on/roll off – cargo on wheels or tracks that are self-propelled or towable.

4. **What are examples of Project Cargo?**
   - Earth moving equipment, mining equipment, heavy machinery, industrial machinery, generators, transport vehicles, boats/yachts on trailers or cradles, cranes, motorhomes, plant assemblies, turbines, etc.

5. **What additional services does DGX / DHX offer for Project Cargo?**
   - Inland trucking and intermodal.
   - CFS services – loading/strapping/blocking/bracing.
   - Forklift and crane handling.
   - Crating, shrink wrapping, vacuum packing.

6. **What basic information is required to understand the shipment and provide a rate quote?**
   - Origin & destination.
   - Commodity.
   - Number of pieces.
   - Dimensions per piece – length x width x height (in that order).
   - Weight per piece.
   - Type of packaging: crated, skidded, palletized?
   - Diagrams or pictures (if applicable).
   - Is it on wheels? Is it self-propelled or towable?
For rates, bookings and additional information, please contact us at:

dh.com

Corporate Headquarters
19201 Susana Road
Rancho Dominguez, CA 90221
Tel 310-669-8888 Extension 1208
Toll Free: 888-488-4888

ISO 9001-2008 Certified

The “Dependable Difference” can be measured by our dedication to achieving our Customer’s goals. Our relentless pursuit of the most efficient and cost-effective way to satisfy unusual job requirements has been rewarded by Customer loyalty over many decades. Our ability to stay in tune with evolving technologies, refine existing processes and our responsiveness to our Customer’s needs has allowed us to focus on getting the job done right – from start to finish. We invite you to contact us today to see what we can do for you – and to experience the Dependable Difference.

For additional information please refer to our website at www.dhx.com.